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Opening Address

It is my honor and pleasure as your chairman to open The Second 

World Conference on Integrated Design & Process Technology of the Society 

for Design and Process Science. This meeting provides an opportunity to 

welcome each o f you to the 1996 Austin meeting. The Board of Directors o f 

SDPS and I extend a warm welcome to those o f you from outside o f the 

United States. Approximately fifty percent o f the attendees are from 19 

nations other than the United States,

There is little question that within a year SDPS has become an emerging 

global professional society to identify and extend the newer design and process 

science for the 21st Centuiy. By the same token this year's program committee 

has embraced the principle that SDPS is an integration of interdisciplinary 

design and process methodologies, theories and methods across manufacturing 

processes, tool development, human factors, computer aided design of 

complex systems and integration, business process reengineering, multimedia 

band design, and advanced environmental and bioengineering systems. There 

is little question after reviewing this year's program that SDPS fosters world- 

class principles and encourages the need to design a modern process of 

scientific research, R&D and dissemination as well as education and training. 

Our membership reflects that their majority is from academia and business. 

Finally, SDPS has announced as part o f its method o f dissemination the 

founding of the Journal o f Integrated Design and Process Science.

Let me take a few moments to thank the 1996 IDPT Program 

Committee for their commitment and dedication to excellent programs. The
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committee members names are listed on the back o f your programs. But let 

me single out the Program Chairmen; namely, Atila Ertas, Bernd J. Kramer 

and Dan Cooke, and Vice Chairmen, David Gibson, I. I. Esat and Murat M. 

Tanik. I'd like to extend a sincere thank you to our co-sponsors, RGK 

Foundation, IC2 Institute at The University of Texas at Austin, the Institute 

for Design and Advanced Technology, The American Society of Mechanical 

Engineers, International Petroleum Division, and the International Institute 

for Systems Integration.

This morning I'd like to discuss briefly with you two subjects that I have 

wrestled with during 1996: generational road maps and commercialization of 

science and technology.

Generational Road Maps.

At last year's SDPS dinner meeting I stated, "The next four years will 

permit the SDPS Board and membership to develop the Society's road map for 

the 21st Century. That is our challenge and, if successful, it will be a legacy 

which each o f us leaves for those who will join with us in the near and long 

term in a common quest for the betterment o f human society in a world of 

peace and prosperity."

During the past year I have had a number of occasions to reexamine the 

Information Technology Roadmap -  1970 - 1990 -  that a number o f us 

worked on for the National Conference Board in the 1969-70 period. It 

became clear that a newer road map was needed - one that embraced the 

emerging technologies o f the 21st Century. Integration o f computers and 

communication was not enough. Furthermore, it seemed to me that scientific
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and technological knowledge were not the key issues for the future. Rather it 

was their subsequent integration in commercialization efforts.

For the first time in my career societal challenges and opportunities 

have no clear-cut generally acceptable road maps -  formal or informal. The 

generational road map following World War II was that all sectors o f our 

society were to work towards development of full employment for all levels o f 

our society. The road map for the Cold War period was to provide guns and 

butter for a free world through a world-class foundation o f revolutionary 

scientific research and development while at the same time excelling over the 

forces of communism.

Today we are living in a time in which our society is coping with great 

changes. A period in which our academic, business and government sectors 

are rethinking, reshaping, and restructuring their missions, goals, and 

operations. We are in what I call a period o f the 3R's. The 3R's changes 

themselves are not revolutionary. As Dr. Sten Thore states: ... "the modern 

concept o f evolution is still Darwinian. The survival of the fittest is still seen 

as a driving mechanism. But there is more." 1 Today's changes deal with non- 

linearity that borders on disorder, dissolution, and decay. It seems the change 

has to be reestablished eveiy second before you can readily understand and 

adapt to the last second's change. In short, today's changes embrace both 

complexity and chaos. Today's changes provide your generation with 

opportunities never before faced by previous generations. You are entering a

1 Thore, Sten A., The Diversity and Evolution of High Tech Capitalism, p. 8.
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world in which change is found in all five basic dimensions o f our society -  

economic, political, social, cultural, as well as scientific and technological 

Leadership of all institutions is facing a metamorphosis -  change in 

form, structure, and substance. There are forces from each o f the basic 

dimensions o f our society that become drivers to reshape our world. For 

today, I'd like to focus on three o f the basic dimensional forces -  political, 

economic, and scientific. These are forces which for many of you have been 

tangential to your academic and business endeavors but for which your 

extended understanding and participation as SDPS members will be needed. 

The underlying message for this address is that at an appropriate time SDPS 

should prepare itself to accept the leadership for change and to embrace the 

responsibility to develop its generational road map.

The "political big picture" force was stated by Charles A. Kupchan, 

Associate Professor at Georgetown University as follows:

"Democracy and capitalism have triumphed over fascism and 
communism, ... and the world economy is growing more liberal 
and vibrant as old markets expand and new ones come on line.

ifr n- Si*

Without the Cold War to induce unity, politics among and 
within the liberal democracies are fragmented and disoriented ... 
Voters across Western Europe and North America are in a foul 
temper, profoundly weakening their governments." 2

2 Kupchan, C. A. "Reviving the West." Foreign Affairs, June 1996, p. 92.
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Now is the time to ask yourselves if politically the West won the Cold War 

and democracy and capitalism have won over fascism and communism, then 

why is there a pervasive fear and anxiety about the future at all levels o f our 

society and at all ages.

Is it a fear;

*  That the market system alone will not meet individual expectations?

* That there will be no room for many of us in a global high-tech 

economy and society?

* That the new world order is not a safer world?

* That we are living beyond our means as a nation and as individuals?

* That we cannot compete on a global scale to transform our 

world-class, scientific and technological resources into wealth 

and prosperity at home?

These are complex questions for complex times. Today more than ever, we 

need to struggle with, debate over, and then develop a vision and a road map 

for the future so that we can resolve today's current political and ideological 

problems which beset us.

From a big political and ideological picture point o f view, I believe that 

there are two critical issues. First, we need to develop stronger linkages 

between the three sectors o f academia, business and government. You and I 

can no longer take for granted that excellence alone in each o f the institutions 

that make up the three sectors will provide for the general interest and welfare 

o f each citizen. Cooperation and collaboration must replace confrontation or 

gridlock. More important future leaders and thinkers such as yourselves need
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to be more involved in coordination o f the priorities between and within the 

three sectors.

The second issue is that efforts as well as newer institutions and 

mechanisms must be put in place that mitigate and solve urban, suburban, and 

regional problems in parallel with each other. This means that each o f you 

must become more individually active in your communities to help bring 

together academia, business, and government. As we have learned at IC2, 

economic developments, especially those that produce jobs, take place within a 

community rather than in the legislative halls.

The key economic dimensional forces are set forth in the following 

quotation from Lester C. Thurow, Professor of Economics and former dean of 

MIT's Sloan School of Management 3;

Since the onset of the industrial revolution when success seemed 
to be defined as rising material standards o f living, no economic 
system other than capitalism has been made to work anywhere.
No one knows how to run successful economies on any other 
principles, The market, and the market alone, rules. No one 
doubts it. Capitalism alone taps into modern beliefs about 
individuality and exploits what some would consider the baser 
human motives, greed and self interest, to produce rising standards 
of living. ... Capitalism's nineteenth- and twentieth-century com
petitors -  fascism, socialism, and communism -  are all gone.

3 Thurow, Lester C. The Future of Capitalism, p. 1.
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You and I know that pervasive fears seem to be directed towards the 

foundations of capitalism. A too-simple way to put it is that there seems to be 

emerging a global competitive world that may engage in a yet-to-be-understood 

and yet-to-be-defined "economic warfare," yes, even a "scientific warfare."

A less dramatic way to state what I think is happening in terms of 

economic forces is that the veiy nature o f capitalism is changing. A capitalism 

that neither Adam Smith nor Karl Marx nor Lenin presaged.

In my opinion, we are not returning to the same capitalism system of 

pre-World War II. Rather we are emerging into a new economic order which 

needs a name. Often I think of it as creative and innovative or constructive 

capitalism but I doubt that is what it will be called by future generations. The 

major characteristic of the newer form o f capitalism is that it is based on 

science and technology that results in an explosion for economic diversity. 

Twenty-first century science and technology will generate an economy based on 

diversity o f product and service developments as a continuous stream o f new 

product designs to meet unique market niches and human needs.

The key factor for the change in capitalism is that it is no longer 

dependent on large-scale production and efficiency but more on technology, 

adaptability and flexibility. Flexibility and adaptability will be the hallmark of 

future SDPS members' careers and contributions to society. Flexibility and 

adaptability together with efficiency and effectiveness will be key principles to 

deal with today's fears from an economic perspective. These factors, efficiency, 

adaptability and flexibility, will be the hallmark of much o f SDPS's endeavors 

in the next decade or so.
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The technologies for the 21st century are different than those for the 

past four decades. The new technologies for the 21st century are markers for 

the arrival o f a new age o f capitalism. An age based on artificial intelligence 

and neural networks, biotechnology, biohealth, biomedicine, new materials, 

multimedia, and environmental technologies. Among these are technologies 

in which you have become experts and which many o f you will want to 

continue researching and developing for a better and more caring tomorrow.

The science and technological dimension forces o f your generation were 

stated by Carl Sagan, Professor of Astronomy and Space Science at Cornell 

University 4, as follows:

I know that the consequences of scientific illiteracy are far 
more dangerous in our time than in any that has come before.
It's perilous and foolhardy for the average citizen to remain 
ignorant about global warming; say, or ozone depletion, air 
pollution, toxic and radioactive wastes, acid rain, topsoil 
erosion, tropical deforestation, exponential population 
growth. Jobs and wages depend on science and technology.
If our nation can't manufacture, at high quality and low price, 
products people want to buy, then industries will continue to 
drift away and transfer little more prosperity to other parts 
of the world. Consider the social ramifications of fission and 
fusion power, supercomputers, data "highways," abortion, 
radon, massive reductions in strategic weapons, addiction, 
government eavesdropping on the lives of its citizens, high- 
resolution TV, air line and airport safety, fetal tissue transplants, 
health costs, food additives, drugs to ameliorate mania or

4 Sagan, Carl The Demon-Haunted World, pp. 7-8.
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depression or schizophrenia, animal rights, superconductivity, 
morning-after pills, alleged hereditaiy antisocial predispositions, 
space stations, going to Mars, finding cures for AIDS and cancer.

How can we affect national policy -  or even make intelligent 
decisions in our own lives -  if  we don't grasp the underlying issues?

What concerns Sagan is not illiteracy per se but rather understanding o f 

the scientific method. He believes that the illiteracy o f the scientific method 

for real science and how it works will lead to the growth o f what he calls "alien 

abduction," "faith-healers fraud," or cheap imitation science or pseudo-science 

science. He believes bad science can drive out good science. For 

substantiation o f his claims he cites a survey that suggests that ninety-five 

percent of Americans are scientifically illiterate,

Commercialization o f Science and Technology,

SDPS members are scientific literates and are in a unique position to 

reshape and restructure research and development and its subsequent 

commercialization, The unprecedented opportunities for today's members can 

be summarized as follows:

* The political and economic forces are requiring that fruits of 

science generate wealth and prosperity.

* Global competition is grounded in how scientists can 

successfully adapt to the "creative capitalism" o f Lester C. Thurow.

* Revolutionary breakthrough technology in information 

technology has accelerated the pace o f scientific research
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as well as skyrocketed the cost and constraints of conducting 

research. IT tools are expensive and often replace research 

assistants. SDPS methodology, principles and theories 

shall replace today's IT.

* The base o f research funding is moving from traditional 

government sponsorship. New arrangements for research 

are being developed such as virtual research projects 

supported by industrial resources through collaborations, 

commissioned research projects, acquisition of patents

and licenses or by winning combinations o f entrepreneurial 

growth firms and global giant companies.

* Research will be driven more by corporate or private 

foundation support than by public interest or government 

core research sponsorship.

Commercialization of science and technology is an important area for 

SDPS. While it is clear that the mission, role and scope o f SDPS is to identify 

and extend a new science for the 21st Centuiy on a global basis, what is not 

clear is who is responsible for its subsequent commercialization. There is no 

question in my mind that our professional society members will generate 

advances that will permit commercialization for wealth generation and 

prosperity. In the past the prevailing attitude was for each institution involved 

with scientific and technological advancement to "go it alone." It was assumed 

that scientific research would in one way or another transfer into 

developments or technologies and subsequently be commercialized. In the
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past decade there has been increasing attention paid to "intellectual property" 

rights and their commercialization. Many newer forms o f partnerships have 

been formed to commercialize research.

From a global perspective there are a myriad o f experiments being 

conducted for technology transfer. It seems to me that several newer issues 

need to be considered to define SDPS' role in commercialization. There is 

little question that our quarterly journal -  JIDPS -  will publish landmark 

articles. There is no question SDPS will hold timely conferences and 

workshops to foster early adoption of methods, principles and theories. But, 

in my opinion, these are not enough. SDPS needs to take a more proactive 

role.

Let me conclude by stating an open challenge to the SDPS Board and 

membership. We need to develop a step-by-step generational roadmap that sets 

forth the opportunities to commercialize our scientific and technological 

breakthroughs as well as their timing. Equally important, the roadmap must 

set forth the commercialization process including their global initiatives.
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